OUR CABINETS: Fully custom, made to order

DOORS: Traditional Mortise and Tenon joints with

with regards to design, species, size, and finish.

panel assembly that allows for the natural

Cabinets are designed around site dimensions and

expansion and contraction of wood. Doors are

appliance specs - ensuring the best use of space

available in a variety of hardwoods or MDF with

while minimizing the need for fillers. Our design

numerous panel options.

and manufacturing software is fully integrated into
our production process, allowing for a seamless
build from start to finish. We provide shop
drawings and 3D renderings (your design or ours),
and our cabinet packages include all cabinet trim
(crown, base, toe kick, light rail, etc).
CONSTRUCTION: All joints are interlocked and
secured, using traditional wood working adhesives
and mechanical fasteners.
CASE PARTS: All cabinet boxes (sides, backs,
tops and bottoms) are made from prefinished
veneer core plywood, cut to size and dadoed using
CNC router technology.
FRAMES: Face frames are made from solid
hardwood, glued and mechanically fastened to
dadoed case parts. Frames are 13/16" thick and
are available in a variety of sizes and species.
Inset and beaded inset face frames are also
available.
DRAWER BOXES AND ROLL-OUTS: 5/8" solid
maple hardwood, dovetailed on all four corners.
3/8" thick birch bottom. Drawer boxes are
finished after assembly and drawer fronts are
attached to the drawer box with screws.
DRAWER SLIDE: Blum 100lb capacity, concealed
under mount, full extension slides with integrated
Blumotion.

HINGES: Traditional 5/8" overlay European style
hinges with integrated Blumotion. Non-standard
and specialty hinges also available.
END PANELS: Exposed cabinet ends are built as
frame & panel to match doors and drawers
(standard). Sheer ends are also available.
SHELVES: Adjustable and fixed shelves are made
of 3/4" veneer core plywood, and edge banded on
front.
FINISH: Automated flatline spray system with
integrated drying tunnel applies solid color, stain,
and clear coat finishes-ensuring a consistent,
quality finish. Glaze, rub through, and sanding
between each coat is performed by hand.
OPTIONS: Cabinets are fully custom, and made to
order. Please inquire about options that may not
be listed.
OVERALL: We know you have choices when it
comes to your custom cabinets. Our cabinets are
not sold at "big box" stores or other retailers, and
are not available "off the shelf". Make an
appointment with us at our showroom, where our
cabinets speak for themselves.

